


Task 
Make a sportswear brand more environmentally, sustainable and socially 
conscious 



Objectives 
Raise awareness 

Increase education 

Inspire and empower new and and returning customers 



Opportunity
Existing sportswear companies do not speak as to how its products can be 
affordable and durable for a consumer, yet equally beneficial to the environment.  

Vessi, a native PNW brand, has the ability to showcase how its products can 
combine fashionable styles with sustainability.



TARGET AUDIENCE TITLE



Key Groups 
Millennials who are looking for an responsible, alternative sportswear brand.

They want a brand that is…

 Courageous enough to shine light on climate activism.

Empathetic enough to understand what they are going through as a person

Resilient enough in times of crisis. 

Committed enough to not only speak out against injustice, but to take action.





Key Groups: Millennials 
Their Need:

The ability to develop a strong brand affiliation that rationalizes spending money 
on Vessi for a cause over other competitors that solely provide a logo. 

Both a rationale approach to show this group that Vessi is making its 
products/materials, manufacturing techniques and shipping practices sustainable, 
as well as an emotional tug that will persuade them to care about the effects a 
global environmental crisis may have on their own community. 







Target Audience Research
83% of millennials want brands that align with their values, even if that means 
paying more for products and packaging. More specifically, 73% of millennials are 
willing to pay more for sustainable goods.

In addition, millenials are committed to a holistic lifestyle change to better reflect 
their values. For example, about 75% of millennials are altering their buying habits 
with the environment in mind, compared to 34% of Baby Boomers. 95% 
millennials in the U.S. would switch brands for a good cause, disregarding buying 
a brand’s logo. 

In all, this audience accounts for 2.5 trillion dollars in spending. 



SMCI TITLE



SMCI and Justification
Vessi, an up-and-coming sustainability-based footwear brand, native to the Pacific 

Northwest, can tackle climate justice and environmental activism, by promoting 
education, action and sustainability in consumer culture and our communities.



KEY DATES TITLE



Key Dates 
For the global climate crisis campaign, the four seasons will be highlighted with a 
unique aspect of climate change. These include...

Fall: Wildlife

Winter: Earth

Spring: Forest

Summer: Ocean





Key Dates 
In addition, limited time special edition items will be made to order, eliminating 
unused manufacturing and product waste. These items will be specific to climate 
change on the West Coast. These will be made available on the following days in 
correspondence to the unique aspect of climate change they will be highlighting... 

March 21st, World Forestry Day: Forest

April 22nd, Earth Day: Air

June 8th, World Oceans Day: Water

September 4th, National Wildlife Day: Animal Conservation



STRATEGY



MAIN
Bring attention to the global climate crisis with the PNW leading the way.

Utilize a unique design to convey our messaging and reach a broader audience 
through emotional connection to a cause that affects us all.

“There can be no knowledge without emotion. We may be aware of a truth, yet until we have felt its force, it is not ours. To 
the cognition of the brain must be added the experience of the soul.”

Connect our purpose to the soul of our communities. Find a way to relate to the masses to create authentic and lasting 
positive change.

People first, our products second. We inspire but together we act.





Special Edition Drops and Designs
We are also planning on dropping special edition colorways for specific days of the 
year to highlight certain focal points of our environment being affected by climate 
change in our prominent local west coast cities, starting with B.C. The focal points 
of these special edition drops will include wildlife, air, forestry and oceans.  



DESIGN











Show your stripes
https://www.rochesterfirst.com/weather-blog/the-showyourstripes-campaign-talkin
g-about-climate-change/

https://www.rochesterfirst.com/weather-blog/the-showyourstripes-campaign-talking-about-climate-change/
https://www.rochesterfirst.com/weather-blog/the-showyourstripes-campaign-talking-about-climate-change/










Product Mockups (MAIN)





Main Design Goal and Rationale 
A white shoe represents the purity of earth and its health in simplicity.

Showcasing the climate stripes or climate stripes colors depicts the importance of 
the concept of integral ecology and how we are, in fact, all interconnected. 
Everything goes together.

This also opens up the opportunity for customizable climate stripe laces. Could 
first test how this goes with the four main cities (B.C., SEA, PDX, LA) and then go 
from there depending on demand and success.





Sustainable Packaging & Shipping Material 
The Environmental Protection Agency reports that the United States generates 
almost 80 million tons of packaging waste each year...

Inside of each package, recycling information will be made available to each 
customer. This will be customized for each delivery address. Plant-based shipping 
material and biodegradable plastics will be used for the packaging material. This 
will allow it to decompose in three to six months, rather than 1,000 years like 
traditional plastic to break down in landfills. 



Logo With Bars for Packaging



Special Edition Intro



Intro Research for special edition colorways
While all of these environmental focal points affect each city on the West Coast, 
they have a different impact on each community. It is important to contextualize 
what the unique challenges are to shed light on the inevitable future of these 
cities.





Organizations to donate to for Limited Colorways
Wildlife - PDX

Earth - LA

Forest - Vancouver BC

Ocean - Seattle

https://oregonwild.org/
https://www.ccair.org/about/
https://www.wildernesscommittee.org/bc_forestry
https://www.google.com/search?q=ocean+conservation+seattle&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS724US724&oq=ocean+conservation+seattle&aqs=chrome..69i57j46i175i199j0i22i30l2.5531j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8




Special Designed insole for each shoe (relevant to that cause)

All have the same tagline

“One step towards a better climate”

Example:

WILDLIFE
All animals of North America



Fall Inspiration



Fall Shoe + Soles



Wildlife research Portland
The 2020 wildfire season for Oregon and Portland were unlike any other year. 
About 1.07 million acres burned in the 2020 season in Oregon. The efforts to curb 
these fires cost approximately $354 million. Unfortunately, over 4,000 homes were 
burned down from the mass wildfires. To put that into context, from 2015 to 2019, 
Oregon lost a total of 93 homes. 



Product Mockup (Winter)
Earth (air) red

INSPIRATION

Los Angeles (air pollution)





Air research Los Angeles
Again in 2020, researchers found that Los Angeles and the Long Beach areas had 
the worst air in the United States. For the people living in and around these cities, 
poor air quality from particle or ozone pollution could result in respiratory illness 
and heart disease. In the future, rising temperatures due to global warming could 
only contribute to the poor air quality and air pollution.  



Product Mockup (Spring)
Forest (fires and healthy) green

INSPIRATION

Canadian and BC wildlife





Forest research B.C.
B.C. is the most sustainably managed forest region in the world. The province has 
more forested land under third party environmental certification than any other country 
in the world. ... The vast majority of old-growth forests are part of the provincial forest 
resource and owned by all British Columbians.

Organizations in BC for wildlife conservation
Green is the color of Vancouver BC
64% of BC is forest
Irish heritage BC

https://www.google.com/search?q=color+of+vancouver+bc&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS724US724&oq=color+of+vancouver+bc&aqs=chrome..69i57j33i22i29i30l4.2818j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://canadaslogpeople.com/about/bc-forest-facts




Product Mockup (Summer)
Ocean - Ocean Blue (royal)

INSPIRATION

Seattle (Other blue of Kraken colorway to almost go with their shoe, expands fan 
base while being for local cause)

Orcas and local ocean ecosystem

Pike Place inspiration



Ocean research Seattle
Puget Sound’s shoreline encompesses 1,332 miles. As a majority city located on 
the water, ocean pollution poses a large threat to Seattle, especially the ocean 
ecosystem in the area. More specifically, 2 billion plastic bags are used annually 
throughout the state and nationwide, yet roughly about 5 percent of them are 
recycled. This can hurt or kill the ecosystem around Seattle and other parts of the 
ocean around the world. 



+



Partnership with the NHL 
The NHL has been a trailblazer in sustainability and environmental change as a 
professional league. “Since its launch in 2010, NHL Green has been committed to 
promoting more sustainable business practices across the League as well as 
preserving the environment, including the frozen ponds that inspire and cultivate the 
game for more than 100 years. In the first four years of the program, the initiative 
diverted over 100 tons of food waste from landfills.” It has also launched Gallons for 
Goals which restores 1,000 gallons of water for every goal scored with the purchase of 
Water Restoration Certificates. In addition, the NHL was the first North American 
professional sports league to released a sustainability report, which includes 
information on its environmental footprint, through measures such as its carbon 
inventory. 







Collaboration with the Seattle Kraken
Timeline

Beginning in the summer and fall of 2021, the NHL will have a 32nd team, the 
Seattle Kraken. The Kraken will compete in the Pacific Division in the Western 
Conference. The team is owned by Seattle Hockey Patterns, which includes David 
Bonderman, Jerry Bruckheimer and Tod Leiweke. A collaboration with the Kraken 
presents new opportunities for Vessi as a new team. It presents the opportunity for 
Vessi to celebrate Canadian roots with the favorite sport of Canucks, as well as 
popularizing the sport of hockey on the West Coast. Additionally, Seattle presents 
itself as a highly profitable and excited sports market ready to root for a new team. 





Vessi + Kraken
The collaboration will last form September 2021 to September 2022, as it will 
conclude the global climate crisis and the Kraken season. 



Kraken Design
Black slide with V & Anchor



Seattle Kraken Design





Vessi + Kraken
These shoes will be the official travel shoe of the team and be featured in the 
media day shoot. For media interviews and press conferences, the unique Vessi 
logo will also be shown on the backdrop. The travel shoes will begin to be worn at 
the start of the season. 











Explain post(er) designs and introduce tagline
We wanted to show how versatile Vessi is in our graphic designs.

With interchangeable backdrops showcase how Vessis can be worn in any 
environment, all while taking steps towards a better, more sustainable, future.

Hence the tagline, “One step towards a better climate.”







Instillations
Eco-friendly green posters in key cities

Street art/murals in key cities by local artists.

Street art/murals is a major aspect that all the key cities have in common



Poster 1



Poster 2





Key Groups 
As a native PNW brand, the main campaign will focus on West Coast cities, 
including: 
● Vancouver BC
● Seattle
● Portland
● Los Angeles 



Schedule

This schedule uses the pulsing method. This will allow certain executions to run for the 
duration of the campaign, including Instagram, Twitter and the website. Other executions, 
such as Tik Tok, Targeted Instagram Advertisements and the NHL partnership will capitalize 
on special edition releases. The campaign will begin with the art installations. 

They will act as a touchpoint for each community and city in regards to the campaign. In 
addition, the Kraken partnership will draw attention to Vessi at the start of this campaign. 
This will create a seamless transition into the main intent and purpose of Vessi’s own 
campaign regarding climate justice awareness. 





Timeline
Shoe Line Drop and Instillations- September 3, 2021 

Social Media Launch- September 3, 2021

World Forestry Day- March 21, 2022

Earth Day- April 22, 2022

World Oceans Day- June 8, 2022

National Wildlife Day- September 4, 2022

Kraken Draft- June 2021

Kraken Shoe Launch- August 2021 (pre-season)



Call to Action 

A cleaner brighter future for our planet starts with you. 

Invest in Vessi, invest in your community.

Together, we are one step closer to a better climate.



Meet the Team 
Hai & Reilly

Apt 211




